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alvar aalto design museum - the most important finnish architect of the 20th century alvar aalto 1898 1976 was a central figure in international modernism his greatest buildings like the 1927 viipuri library and 1928 paimio sanatorium fused the naturalism of finnish romanticism with modernist ideals as did his influential furniture and glassware, west coast modern
real estate agents for architect - the specialist real estate agents for architect designed houses for sale north south of the lions gate bridge contact us to buy or list your modern house, explore saint louis art museum - highlights the museum s collection holds original masterpieces by renowned artists from around the world these featured works represent a small sample of the incredible art that you will experience in person during your visit, exhibitions the art institute of chicago - browse the museum s current and upcoming exhibitions or take a look at our calendar to see the variety of programs available every day, color lisa color palette masterpieces of the world s - color lisa is a curated list of color palettes based on masterpieces of the worlds greatest artists each palette was painstakingly created by color obsessed designers artists museum curators and masters of color theory palettes are constantly being added to help keep your designs colorful and fresh, the national museum of modern art tokyo momat go jp - national film center nfc has got independent from the national museum of modern art tokyo and has become national film archive of japan nfaj since april 1 2018, art collections the huntington - art collections the huntington art collections focus on two distinct areas european art from the 15th to the early 20th century and american art from the late 17th to the mid 20th century the holdings are vast with more than 36 000 works of art the european collections are displayed in the huntington art gallery the original huntington residence, scary art history from the scream to the garden of - halloween is here while tricks treats and other goodies offer a conventional way to celebrate the spookiest time of the year we like to get creative while we get into the holiday spirit so we ve conjured up a spell binding selection of scary art from the scream to the garden of earthly delights, architectural masterpieces in copenhagen visitcopenhagen - danish architecture is going through a new golden age with internationally acclaimed local architects such as henning larsen and big bjarke ingels group leaving their mark on copenhagen as well as the rest of the world water space sustainability and light are the key elements in the recent architectural boom in maritime copenhagen, the library corporation ls2 pac - log in with either your library card number or ez login library card number or ez username pin or ez password remember me, centre pompidou metz wikipedia - the centre pompidou metz is a museum of modern and contemporary arts located in metz capital of lorraine france it is a branch of pompidou arts centre of paris and features semi permanent and temporary exhibitions from the large collection of the french national museum of modern art the largest european collection of 20th and 21st century arts the museum is the largest temporary, walker art center contemporary art museum minneapolis - world class contemporary art center in minneapolis mn visit the walker and the minneapolis sculpture garden today, invention and design early italian drawings at the morgan - invention and design early italian drawings from the morgan is made possible with generous support from the scholz family charitable trust the alex gordon fund for exhibitions and the andrew w mellen research and publications fund, the original ntt docomo emoji set has been added to moma - we are thrilled to announce the addition of ntt docomo s original set of 176 emoji to the moma collection developed under the supervision of shigetaka kurita and released for cell phones in 1999 these 12 x 12 pixel humble masterpieces of design planted the seeds for the explosive growth of a new visual language, the modern house about - the modern house is an estate agency that helps people live in more thoughtful and beautiful ways we believe in design as a powerful force for good from personal factors such as wealth and wellbeing to more macro themes including community place making and architectural preservation, interior design origins of interior design britannica com - interior design origins of interior design the art of interior design encompasses all of the fixed and movable ornamental objects that form an integral part of the inside of any human habitation it is essential to remember that much of what today is classified as art and exhibited in galleries and museums was originally used to furnish interiors, what is zen art an introduction in 10 japanese masterpieces - the barriers between human existence and reaching enlightenment are the primary catalyst for so many works of zen painting this is epitomised in the historic piece bodhidharma crossing the yangzi river on a reed by artist kano soshu 1551 1601 an elegantly simple ink illustration of buddhist monk bodhidharma known in japanese as daruma the image carries with it the mentality that you, academy of fine arts museum in st petersburg russia - academy of fine arts museum many prominent russian artists graduated from the russian academy of fine arts and the repin institute the museum s exhibitions displayed in the former building of the academy feature graduation and study projects completed by students of the academy a number of works by the academy s teaching staff and various paintings related to the history of the academy